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This is an update on research projects that have been conducted at the Knowledge in 
Development Lab over the past year. We were very excited to celebrate the lab’s fourth 
anniversary this spring. 

Faculty, graduate, and undergraduate students conduct research studies in order to gain a 
better understanding of how children process information, how they seek out and evaluate 
knowledge throughout their development, and how their thought processes develop. The 
lab works with children between the ages of 3 and 10. A visit to our lab involves one session, 
scheduled by the parent, where children complete a game or activity with our friendly 
researchers. 

At the end of each session, children receive prizes, 
including books, a t-shirt, and passes for the Rauch 
Planetarium on the UofL campus. When a study is 
complete, we analyze the differences in thinking 
between children of different ages and we publish 
the results so that they are available to other 
scientists, parents, and educators.
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You can contact us by calling 502-852-0718, sending an 
email to louisvillekidlab@gmail.com, or signing up at 
http://louisvillekidstudies.org. 

“Like” our Facebook page (Louisville KID Lab) to view 
updates about child development research and our lab. 

Finally, if you have moved, changed your phone number 
or contact information, or simply have questions or 
concerns, please let us know!

http://louisville.edu/planetarium
http://louisville.edu/planetarium
mailto:louisvillekidlab@gmail.com
http://louisvillekidstudies.org/
http://facebook.com/louisvillekidlab


Children love seeing familiar characters, like Mickey Mouse
or Dora the Explorer, but what happens when they hear
those characters say things that may not be accurate? Our
lab has been researching whether 3- to 5-year-old children
show more trust in their favorite character or an expert when
making judgments about what different objects are called.
We found that children trusted their favorite character’s
judgements more than an expert’s, though older children
were more skeptical of characters than younger children.
These data suggest that children trust their favorite
characters and believe what they say over another person's
claims. So next time your child sees their favorite character
in a show or a commercial, talk to them
about whether they should always
believe what characters say.
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Dr. Judith Danovitch and 
Dr. Nicholaus Noles are 

professors in the Dept. of 
Psychological and Brain 

Sciences. They met while 
earning their PhDs in 
Psychology from Yale 

University. In addition to 
directing the KID lab 

together, both Dr. Danovitch 
and Dr. Noles have been 

honored as Faculty Favorites 
by their students at UofL.  

When they are not 
conducting research or 

teaching, they enjoy 
reading, traveling all over 
the world, and spending 

time with their son.

Meet the lab directors!

Children love to ask questions, and asking questions is an
important way that they learn about the world around them.
But what happens when children get an answer that is not
totally satisfying? Through a grant from the National Science
Foundation, the KID lab is currently investigating how hearing
weak explanations influences children’s interest in learning. In
this study, children ages 7-10 hear about animal behaviors
and have the opportunity to choose to learn more about
certain animals. Our results suggest that there may be links
between knowing when you are missing key information and
being motivated to learn more about a topic. We are also
interested in how children’s interest in learning relates to
other characteristics, including their curiosity, memory, and
background knowledge, and we are studying how parenting
behaviors may relate to children’s learning.



Do you have middle/high school students interested in
psychology? Check out the Developing Scientists Program!
The Developing Scientists Program is a free educational
program that makes science fun! Based out of the University
of Louisville, participation in this program includes a face to
face meeting with graduate students and a tour of The KID
Lab and Infant Cognition Lab. Small groups of students will
have the opportunity to participate in, watch, and create
mock experiments. Participants will also work together to
identify and follow the research behind popular media
articles.

If you’re interested, please contact us at: 
developingscientistsprogram@gmail.com

Connect with us on social media!
Facebook: Developing Scientists Program
Instagram: developingscientists
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Meet the grad students!

Catherine McDermott 
graduated from UNCW. Her 
current research interests 

include studying how children 
think about social categories. In 
her free time, Catherine enjoys 
reading and watching cooking 

shows!

Allison Williams graduated from 
Rider University. She currently 

studies how the media 
influences children’s trust and 

decision making. In her free 
time, Allison loves to hang out 
with her dog and walk around 

the city!

Do children understand that someone can be a mom and a
daughter, or a teacher and a student, at the same time? The
KID Lab has been conducting studies to figure out whether
children think that people can hold multiple social roles. We
asked children and adults about different types of social
roles, including occupations (teachers), familial roles (mom),
and others. We found that children are less likely than adults
to classify someone as holding two social roles. Our data
suggest that through elementary school, children are still
learning that one person can fulfill many different roles.

mailto:developingscientistsprogram@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/developingscientistsprogram/
https://www.instagram.com/developingscientists/
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We thank the following schools and organizations for allowing us to visit and conduct our 
research this year:

Adath Jeshurun Preschool St. Agnes School
Evergreen Preschool St. Leonard School
Keneseth Israel Preschool Temple Trager ECEC
Sacred Heart Preschool

We also extend a big thank you to the parents and children who visited our lab on the UofL
campus. Our research would not be possible without your support!

KID Lab members Tanya Nagpal, Kara 
Wirth, and Aaliyah Churchill present on 
“The Influence of Media Characters on 
Children’s Trust”

Honors thesis student Justin Erickson 
presents on “Parent Perceptions of their 
Child’s Interest and Curiosity in Science”

Honors thesis student Haleh Jortani presents 
on “Developmental Changes in the 
Understanding of Social Roles”

http://ajpreschool.com/
http://stagneslouisville.org/school/
http://evergreenchristianpreschool.com/
http://www.stleonardlouisville-school.org/
http://www.kiplouisville.com/
https://www.thetemplepreschool.org/
https://www.shslou.org/page.cfm?p=571

